
Cenotes 

 

Tour  Includes: 
 Transportation service, 

welcome coffee, hot 
chocolate and sweet 
breads, water and soft 
drinks), seasonal fruits.  

 Picnic (energizing selection 
including fusilli-vegetable 
soup, premium quality 
cheeses and deli meats, a 
variety of rustic breads, 
dressings, fresh salads, 
water, coffee, wine and 
beer) 

 Life jacket, snorkel 
equipment, rappel gear 
and/ or inner tube, 
restrooms, dressing rooms 
and one towel  

 
Does not include:  
Personal expenses,  non-
itinerary items, taxes on non-
itinerary, gratuities.  
 
Package price:  
Adult rate: 119 USD   
Child rate: 75 USD   
(7-11 yrs)  
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The adventure takes place in four different kinds of cenotes protected 
by aluxes where you will be able to practice different activities such 
as Kayak, Zip-lines, Inner Tubes, Rappel and Snorkel.  

K'áak ´: It is an open cenote that allows underground currents to 
communicate with the jungle and light. Paddle a kayak surrounded by 
lush jungle and have fun as never before 

Ha’: It is a cavern cenote, home to beautiful aquatic fauna and where 
you will find beautiful rock formations. A stunningly beautiful  
setting where you can dive in and discover wonderful underwater  
gardens 

Lu’um: It is a semi-open cenote. It connects to the aquifer through 
tunnels and caves. The flow of water is horizontal. The cenote is still  
semi-closed, thus it is considered young. Rappel to adventure and take a 
dip in the clear waters of Cenote Earth 

Iik’: It is an advanced age cenote known as ancient cenote. This type 
of cenote is blocked from the water table due to the collapsed roof or 
walls and sediments. Feel the breeze on your face as you slide through 
zip lines over the enigmatic jungle . 

Important: Children ages 7 and older.  

itinerary: 

Operates:   

Monday-Saturday 

Pick up between 08:30a.m-

9:00am 


